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Summary of the records and why they matter:
The Director, Veterans Land Act (VLA) record group (RG38-E-4), housed at Library and
Archives Canada and selectively digitized for the Landscapes of Injustice archive, is a critical
source-base for understanding the dispossession of Japanese Canadians as a complex and
specific state project. A successor of the Soldier Settlement Board (SSB), the Veterans Land
Administration (under the authority provided by the 1942 Veterans Land Act), was a branch
of the Department of Veterans Affairs that supported the settlement of returning veterans in
Canada, primarily onto farmlands, by providing loans and other forms of assistance. Orderin-Council P.C. 5523 (June 29, 1942) gave the VLA power to seek out Japanese-Canadian
rural properties for soldier settlement as early as 1942 (before the Office Custodian of
Enemy Property authorized the disposal of all Japanese-Canadian-owned property). The
VLA would go on to purchase a substantial number of these properties from the
Custodian—“en bloc”—at a price far below the land’s value. With seventeen rich files
relating to Japanese Canadians and their former properties, the VLA records broadly offer:
(1) a contained body of sources that attend specifically to the dispossession of the
rural properties owned by Japanese Canadians before the war in areas such as the
Fraser Valley and Vancouver Island;i
(2) insight into both the enormity and particularities of the dispossession and its
administration by illuminating the numerous agents, bureaucrats, bodies, and offices
that participated in the confiscation, management, appraisal, sale, and purchase of
these rural properties;ii
(3) a difficult ground for us to consider the role of some of the most complicated
beneficiaries of the dispossession (i.e. veterans)—how do we reconcile sympathy and
financial support for returning veterans with the profound losses of Japanese
Canadians?;iii
and
(4) a reference from which the Japanese-Canadian community may draw
connections to their or their family’s past(s) on rural lands in British Columbia before
1942.iv
A brief timeline of VLA activity shown in these records:
This series of documents traces the SSB/VLA’s involvement in the dispossession of
Japanese-Canadian-owned rural properties during numerous historical phases important to
Landscapes of Injustice (note that these are general dates, many of which overlap
significantly):
(1) in 1942, the SSB/VLA surveyed the rural properties Japanese Canadians were
forced to leave on the coast and began early discussions of a sale with the Office of
the Custodian of Enemy Property;v
(2) in 1943 and 1944, the VLA participated in lengthy, detailed negotiations with the
Custodian of Enemy Property regarding the VLA’s purchase of these lands
(approximately 750 parcels for $850,000 in June 1943). The VLA also dealt with the
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transfer of titles and unusual cases (e.g. leases arranged through the Pacific Cooperative Union) at this time;vi
(3) in 1945 and 1946, the VLA continued to manage outstanding cases (e.g. those of
Japanese-Canadian soldier settlers and their properties), but struggled to properly
dispose of all properties acquired in the purchase from the Custodian to veterans;vii
(4) in 1947, the VLA faced scrutiny from the public during the hearings of the
Standing Committee on Public Accounts and in that same year (and until 1950), they
would attempt to justify certain valuation and sales decisions during the Bird
Commission;viii
(5) in 1950 and 1951, once Japanese Canadians were legally permitted to return to
the coast, the re-settlement of Japanese-Canadian soldier settlers on their former
properties was more seriously considered, but only under the condition that they be
required to pay debts incurred on the property and surrender any awards received
from the Bird Commission.ix
Primary source examples:
The VLA records consist of appraisal reports, property data, details of sale, and extensive
correspondence, primarily between public servants and government bodies involved in the
process (though letters from Japanese Canadians such as soldier-settler Inouye can also be
found). Together, they capture the bureaucracy of this complex project, but they also
demonstrate how individuals thought and felt about their actions—and the consequences of
them. The following are just a few examples of the types of records found within this record
group. Short analyses accompany the pieces in this selection to demonstrate the potential
that these documents have to tell a new, evocative, and important story about the dispossession
of Japanese Canadians.
(1) Ivan T. Barnet, District Superintendent (SSB/VLA), 1942: “The more I think of the
Japanese problem, the more I feel that […] it is essential to see the thing through and these
people should be cleared entirely off this Coast regardless of where they were born.”
Ivan Barnet was second only to Gordon Murchison, the Director, within the SSB/VLA.
During the early stages of their involvement with Japanese-Canadian-owned rural
properties, Barnet discussed the matter extensively with Murchison and undoubtedly steered
some of the Director’s decisions. They corresponded about administering the appraisal
process, but most striking was Barnet’s evocative, often malicious letters concerning
Japanese Canadians and their properties. As an authority for the VLA, Barnet’s strong
opinions on these issues demonstrates how racism and xenophobia mobilized at the hands
of influential (though little-known) government agents. See Appendix for source.
(2) E.H. Coleman, Under Secretary of State, 1943: “The Japanese representative on the
Committee, Yamaga, felt it his duty to resign from the Advisory Committee…”
As a deal between the SSB/VLA and the Custodian of Enemy Property was finally
negotiated for the sale of 769 formerly Japanese-Canadian-owned properties in June of
1943, Under Secretary of State E.H. Coleman wrote to the Secretary of State. Noting that
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an agreement was reached, Coleman only briefly mentioned the resignation of Yasutaro
Yamaga (the only Japanese Canadian who sat on the Advisory Committee on Rural
Properties for the Custodian of Enemy Property), during the process—a process that
Yamaga found to be abhorrent (see UBC-RBSC, Yasutaro Yamaga fonds for more). This
memorandum, while firm evidence of the dispossession, also suggests that the government
recognized the injustice of its protocols and took steps to “save face” in what they termed a
“delicate situation.” See Appendix for source.
(3) Gordon Murchison, Director of the SSB/VLA, 1947: “The appraisal of real estate is
not an exact science. It is at best an expression of opinion …”
In May of 1947, Gordon Murchison took the stand at the federal government’s Standing
Committee on Public Accounts hearings in defense of the widely criticized actions of the
SSB/VLA during the dispossession of Japanese-Canadian-owned rural properties – a
process that they facilitated alongside the Custodian of Enemy Property. A series of
hearings prompted by concerned politicians and the public, these records demonstrate the
concerted (and at times, anxious) effort by the VLA authorities to justify their decisions
(some of which included the sale of properties to even non-veterans) as awareness about
these injustices grew. See Appendix for source.
(4) Zennosuke Inouye, Japanese-Canadian soldier settler, 1944: “…I can not refrain
from resenting your action of taking away valuable property from a pensioned returned
soldier of the last war who fought for Canada for the purpose of giving to another soldier
who is returning from the present war.”
In 1944, from an internment site in Kaslo, veteran Zennosuke Inouye wrote in protest to the
VLA – demanding that his property not be sold and that the transfer of his property from the
Custodian to the VLA was “completed against [his] will.” Inouye’s story is one of several,
in which Japanese-Canadian soldier settlers saw their lands threatened during negotiations
between the Custodian and the VLA, despite being veterans of Canada themselves. It was
not until 1948-49 that the reinstatement of properties belonging to these veterans would
become possible, after several years of resistance from individuals such as Ian Mackenzie
who strongly opposed the return of Japanese Canadians to the Pacific Coast. Even so,
soldier settlers like Inouye were required to pay substantial “debts” to the VLA for holding
the property during wartime. See Appendix for source.

Appendix:
(1) Ivan T. Barnet to Gordon Murchison, 1942 August 17
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Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG38 > Volume 403 > File V-8-10, Part 1: Japanese and their Farm
Properties > digitized part 2, .pdf pages 13-19. (Note: pages of this letter have been omitted for length.)
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(2) E.H. Coleman to the Secretary of State, 1943 June 3

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG38 > Volume 403 > File V-8-10, Part 3: Japanese and their Farm
Properties > digitized part 3, .pdf page 15.
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(3) Gordon Murchison, prepared testimony for the Public Accounts Committee, 20 May
1947
Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG38 > Volume 403 > File V-8-10, Part 4: Japanese and their Farm
Properties > .pdf page 69-78.
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(4) Zennosuke Inouye to Director of Veterans Land Act, 29 September 1944

Find complete file on Zotero: CA > LAC > RG38 > Volume 403 > File V-8-12: Japanese Lands – Soldier
Settlements > .pdf page 50.
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Other related records in the Landscapes of Injustice archive:
The following is a list of closely related record groups in the project’s digitized archive.
Though not every record relating to the VLA and its administration, these sources capture a
significant amount of material closely associated with the VLA records.
v LAC, RG14, Volume 666, Appendix 14: from the Standing Committee on Public
Accounts investigation into the sales of Japanese-Canadian-owned rural properties
by the Custodian and then the VLA. See also, Appendix 8.
v LAC, RG117, Volume 2496, File 57899, Soldier Settlement and Veterans Land
Act: contains rich correspondence concerning the dispossession policy of rural
properties, maintained by the Office of the Custodian of Enemy Property. Includes
records concerning the role of the Pacific Co-operative Union and other berry
growers’ organizations, as well as that of the Advisory Committee on Rural
Properties (this file likely contains several duplicates found in RG38). See also
Volume 2203, File 11201, Part 4, which concerns the flaws in the VLA appraisals;
Volume 2472, File 55908, on the Bird Commission, which contains exhibits
presented at the commission, several of which concern the rural property question;
Volume 1, File 2 Part 5, which speaks to the Advisory Committee on Rural
Properties and the resignation of Yasutaro Yamaga, the Japanese Canadian
representative on the committee.
v LAC, RG33-69, Bird Commission: includes case files for a number of rural (as well
as urban) Japanese-Canadian-owned properties. Also included is testimony from
central actors in the rural property disposition process, i.e. Barnet, appraisers,
auctioneers.
v LAC, RG13, BAN 2000-D1084, Box 9, File 143829: for context in the
establishment of an Order-in-Council to give governmental control over rural
properties (dated 1942). See also, RG2-A-1-A, volume 1764, Order-in-Council
P.C. 5523 (June 29, 1942): a central legal document that outlines the beginning of
the disposition of rural properties.
v MCA, Pacific Co-operative Union fonds, Minutes: contains minutes from 1932 to
1944.
v CSUR, Thomas Reid fonds, Box 1, File 37: though a small file, correspondence
illuminates a particular dynamic whereby Japanese-Canadian-owned property was
deemed inferior (not unlike the urban situation). From R.C. Palmer of the Richmond
Municipality: “you would be in the same opinion that you would not want your son
to come back and live in a Jap house and feel that he was getting something.”
v TFRBL, Frank G. Shears Collection, Box 11, File 2-3: Advisory Committee on
Rural Properties, meeting minutes from July 1944 to March 1947.
v UBC-RBSC, Yasutaro Yamaga fonds (translations pending).
v UBC-RBSC, Inouye family fonds, Box 2, File 9: includes correspondence between
Japanese-Canadian soldier settler Zennosuke Inouye regarding his property.
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Because the VLA was interested in agricultural lands for veterans’ settlement, this body of
records gives specific insight into how the dispossession of rural properties was facilitated
and managed. See for example, a letter from Murchison to Barnet, 1947 October 16, that
discusses issues to consider in preparation for the Bird Commission, specific to agricultural
lands: “depleted fertility […], the risk of deterioration […]. There was also the labour factor
resulting from the removal of the Japanese people and the problems which would arise in
connection with the Administration of these lands” (RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part
1, digitized part 4, .pdf page 7-8). Agricultural lands posed different problems for
government agents; an enduring issue was the question of leases arranged with local unions
(e.g. the Pacific Co-operative Union). For a troubling description of this issue, see a letter
from Mrs. Robert Arkell to E.H. Coleman (RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part 1,
digitized part 3, .pdf pages 28-29). Also see, RG38, Volume 404, File V-8-11 for more on the
technicalities around leases.
ii
Indeed, the dispossession of rural properties was a widespread and lengthy process. But it
was also replete with difficulty and peculiarities. Comprehensively, this record group
captures both views. Though we see the broad strokes of the dispossession in for example,
the Master Conveyance (RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part 6) and in lists of properties
determined suitable or unsuitable for soldier settlement (RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10,
Part 1, digitized part 7), it is the correspondence between individual agents of these policies
that tell us the an on-the-ground, specific story of this injustice.
iii
Throughout these records, the needs of veterans are often situated in opposition to the
rights of Japanese Canadians (see for example, RG38, Volume 404, File V-8-11, digitized
part 1, .pdf pages 35-36). This will be a critical part of telling a story about the dispossession.
For more on the veterans’ settlement itself, see RG38, Volume 405, which contains files on
individual veterans and their “progress” on properties formerly owned by Japanese
Canadians. Veterans received generous financial support as they settled on these properties
through the VLA’s “lease to own” program.
iv
Files such as the Master Conveyance (RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part 6) and the
lists of unsuitable and suitable properties (RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part 1, digitized
part 7), contain family names and details about properties for reference. Japanese-Canadian
individuals are also mentioned sporadically within the records.
v
This was a formative period that led to the forced sale of Japanese-Canadian-owned
agricultural lands to the VLA in 1943. For early correspondence among the VLA, and
between the VLA and the Custodian in 1942, see in particular, RG38, Volume 403, File V8-10, Parts 1-3 (predominantly Parts 1-2). Some evocative examples include: a letter from
Barnet to Murchison, 1942 March 12, suggesting the sale of all Japanese-Canadian-owned
property “en bloc” for soldier settlers, replete with discussions of “Oriental” versus “white”
labour (Part 1, digitized part 6, .pdf page 37-40); a letter to Murchison from E.H. Coleman,
Under Secretary of State, 1942 May 21, discussing the draft recommendation for Order-inCouncil P.C. 5523, whereby Coleman suggests that the “evacuation” of Japanese
Canadians was critical for a policy of dispossession to be further advanced (Part 1, digitized
part 5, .pdf page 44); a letter from Barnet to Murchison, 1942 June 2, explicitly advocating
for the permanent exclusion of Japanese Canadians: “We must maintain this Pacific Coast
as a white man’s country” (Part 1, digitized part 5, .pdf page 24-28); as well as protest letters
from Japanese Canadians such as Y. Yamada (Part 2, digitized part 5, .pdf page 22).
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For more on the 1943-1944 period, see RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Parts 2-4. Part 3,
in particular, contains extensive correspondence leading up to the sale of the properties. For
an example, see RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part 3, digitized part 3, .pdf page 19. This
memorandum notes that at one time the Custodian valued the properties at 1.25 million
dollars, compared to the final sale price of $850,000.
vii
For more on this period, see RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part 4. Though an
agreement had been reached in June of 1943, in the years 1945 and 1946, the VLA had
more decisions to make, regarding: the settlement of Japanese-Canadian soldier settlers (for
an example see, RG38, Volume 403, Part 4, .pdf page 131), and the potential sale of
outstanding properties to “anyone who can qualify” and non-veterans (see RG38, Volume
403, Part 4, .pdf pages 114-115 and page 108). One of these letters (pages 114-115) is from
Murchison and speaks to the “advantageous prices” at which the VLA acquired these rural
properties.
viii
For records relating to the Standing Committee on Public Accounts hearings, the Bird
Commission, and the VLA’s anxieties and preparations for both, see for example: a scathing
editorial from the Globe and Mail and the VLA’s response (RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10,
Part 4, .pdf pages 85-86); and correspondence from Murchison to Barnet, 28 July 1947,
regarding the Bird Commission and the sale of these properties to non-veterans as “out”
(RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part 4, .pdf page 11). Also see, RG38, Volume 404, File
V-8-16 for more on the Public Accounts Committee.
ix
See RG38, Volume 403, File V-8-10, Part 5 for correspondence regarding the re-settlement
of Japanese Canadian soldier settlers. For example, see a letter from Murchison to M.P.
Tom Reid regarding Ian Mackenzie’s objection to the return of any Japanese Canadians to
the coast (digitized part 5, .pdf page 72), and other correspondence regarding soldier-settler
Zennosuke Inouye’s property (digitized part 4, .pdf pages 14-15). Also see, RG38, Volume
404, File V-8-12 for further discussion of Japanese Canadian soldier settlers and their
properties.
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